Introducing 12 & 16 Volt BTS-1
The mobile, float-charged, battery replacement system
that keeps your clients up and running and you looking like the hero!

Retron’s RT-1 POWERHOUSE Generator Jump Start Cart:
Delivers the knock out counter punch to get you up and running!

WHEN YOUR BACK-UP TO THE BACK-UP FAILS,
WE HAVE YOUR BACK!
Introducing the RT Powerhouse Generator Jump Cart, the mobile, self-charging 24V DC-3300 CCA jumper cart that can immediately jump start the largest (2+ megawatt) generators multiple times over!

Check out our Powerhouse Features:
- Cart fabricated from heavy-duty welded carbon steel
- Fully powder coated inside and out
- Easily rolls on four heavy-duty ball-bearing, greased fittings casters.
- Automatic braking system that can lock the casters in a stationary position
- Self-charging from any 110V AC outlet
- 25-foot long jumper cable made of paired 1/0 flexible, stranded cable
- Set of 800 AMP clamps and a pigtail set with two Anderson connectors, which can be pre-connected between the batteries and the starter on the generator
- Custom length pigtails are available for specific generator configurations

How does it work? Unlock, roll and deliver a “Powerhouse” punch!
When you’re “on the ropes” facing a mission critical emergency, the solution is in-house, ready to roll and with the POWER to immediately jump start any generator. By having the Powerhouse Jump Cart on site, one person can roll it over to any size generator, plug in the 25-foot cable and “POW!” quickly jump start any size generator. Once the generator has restarted, the cart may be left connected indefinitely while the generator is running.

Saves you time, money and reputation. The Powerhouse Jump Cart dramatically reduces the downtime due to a starter battery failure, the expense of sending or re-sending service technicians and eliminates the need to jump out batteries for long periods.

It’s an industry fact...80% of all generator failures are starter batteries. When a generator fails to start on auto-start or manual start, one of two things have probably failed; either the batteries and/or charger have failed, or the generator itself has mechanical/internal problems. By connecting the Powerhouse Jump Cart, the problem of non-start can be easily diagnosed;

Deliver a knock-out, powerhouse punch to generator failure; with Retron’s jump cart, you’re the champ!

For example, after connection, if the generator does not start when the restart button is engaged, a problem most likely exists within the generator. If the generator does start, then the diagnosis is either failed existing batteries and/or bad battery chargers. Thus, the Powerhouse Jump Cart can be an invaluable tool for companies who maintain generator systems under service contracts to identify whether they should change out either a faulty battery or suspect battery charger instead of sending a single technician to assess a customer’s possible failure mode, or an even a more costly high-level service vehicle manned with diesel technicians and carrying spare parts.

Re-Tron’s RT-1 Powerhouse Generator Jump Start Cart provides on-site, immediate action resolution; making your brand the undisputed heavyweight champ!
Years of solid generator performance and good client relationships can be wiped away with just one generator battery failure. Unfortunately, generator batteries can fail just when customers are making decisions about their next major purchase; whether it be additional generators or extended service contracts. A costly failure at any time could possibly steer your client to consider purchasing from another vendor even though your generator batteries had performed flawlessly through their calculated life cycle.

Protect your installed base: A no-fail reputation means more customer retention.
In the event of a generator battery failure your client will have the proper fully charged jump start solution on site and available for immediate resolution. This prevents any negative word of mouth from a potential costly battery failure. The Powerhouse Jump Cart is the only generator auxiliary battery cabinet system that does not require secondary equipment or backbreaking effort to move the jump start solution to where it is needed.

Retron: Peace of Mind
Check out our other innovative battery back up products designed to keep you up and running:
BigBoy Fully Charged Battery Replacement System: A versatile, customizable, fixed location battery cabinet that can house a variety of various critical spare replacement batteries that your facility cannot afford to be without...always fully charged and ready to go!
BTS-1: A 12 & 16 volt fail-safe, mobile, self-monitoring, fully-charged, stored spare battery replacement system.
Re-Tron RT-1
Powerhouse Generator Jump Cart

Features at a Glance

- Built-in self charging guarantees fully-charged ultimate power
- Rolling work station reduces labor costs, OSHA violations and lifting injuries
- Control handle for steering ease*
- Control brake designed for easy modulation, allowing from slight drag to full stop/lock
- Industrial-quality castor mounted wheels*
- Washable non-slip heavy duty customizable mat covers cabinet surface
- 10 ft. AC line cord
- Power-on indicator built into on/off switch
- Easy On / Off switch - Red internal charger indicator light, Green jump start ready indicator light
- Cabinet houses six high powered VRLA batteries wired at a 24VDC buss
- Easy access doors to internal components
- Will operate from any 110V AC outlet
- Fabricated from heavy duty welded carbon steel, and is fully powder coated inside and out.
- 25-foot long jumper cable made of paired 1/0 highly flexible, stranded cable that is supplied and plugs into the cart through a large Anderson style connector

Dimensions:
34.5W x 16D x 37.25H (inches)
876W x 406D x 947H (mm)

Weight with batteries: 805 Lbs

* Designed to be rollable on interior flat, smooth surfaces. Not intended for use on grass, sand, rough gravel or any other unstable surfaces.

Innovation, profitability and a powerhouse profit potential.

There are many ways to keep your name prominent, and in front of your customers.

The top surface of the Powerhouse Jump Cart is covered by a heavy duty rubber work mat that can be customized with your company’s logo and contact information. Your logo can also be placed on the front of the cabinet doors as well.

This provides continual product reinforcement and brand awareness to the people who matter the most... your customers.

Top to bottom: Cabinet interior and control panel; Control handle, brake and jumper cabl